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ABSTRACT 
Using a quasilinear representation for unitarily invariant norms, we prove a basic 
inequality: Let 
be positive semidefinite, where X E M,,,,. Then 
lllxlp~~2 Q IlLPll IIMPII 
for all p > 0 and all unitarily invariant norms 11.11. We show how several inequalities 
of Cauchy-Schwarz type follow from this bound and obtain a partial analog of our 
results for 1, norms. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we describe a technique for proving inequalities of 
Cauchy-Schwarz type for matrices, and use it to derive various inequalities, 
some of which are new. We also use a result for Hadamard products to 
translate inequalities for the 1, norm into inequalities for certain other 2, 
norms. We concentrate on unitarily invariant norms and I, norms. For 
inequalities of Cauchy-Schwarz type for certain other norms see [9]. 
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We use M,,, to denote the space of m-by-n complex matrices, and 
define M, = M, n. The space of n-by-n Hermitian matrices is denoted by 
H,. For A, B E h,, we write A k B if A - B is positive semidefinite. For 
p > 1 we define the 1, norm on M, by 
IIAIIP = ( ~I~ijIp)“” for AEM,. 
i,j 
A norm ll*Jl on M, n is called unitatily invariant if l(UAVII = [IAll for all 
A l M*,, and all unitary CJ E M,, V E M,. Given a positive semidefinite 
matrix A and p > 0, AP denotes the unique positive semidefinite pth power 
of A. Given AEM,,, define IAl = (A*A)““. The ordered singular v&es, 
a,(A) > oa,(A) > * * . ‘2 CT,,,~,,~~,~) > 0, of A E M,,,, are the largest min(m, n} 
eigenvalues of IAl. The cone of all nonnegative real n-vectors with entries 
arranged in nonincreasing order is denoted by RI I. When stating inequali- 
ties involving matrices of different sizes it is convenient to employ the 
following natural convention: if 11. II is a norm on M, and A E M,,, with 
k,l <n, then 
IIAII = II& 
For each nonzero (Y E Rr;i;fm3”1 we define the unitarily invariant norm II.lla 
on M,,, by 
min{m, n) 
IlAllcx s C alai(A). 
i=l 
These are the generalized spectral norms introduced in [ll]. Given a norm 
11. II on I$,,,, we define its dual norm, 11. IID, on M,,, by 
IIAIID= max{ItrAX*(:llXII < 1). 
It is easy to see that the dual norm of a unitarily invariant norm is also 
unitarily invariant, and that any unitarily invariant norm is self-adjoint. The 
duality theorem for norms states that 11.11 = (Il.Ilo)D for any norm ll.11. 
The Hudumard product of A, B E M,,. is A 0 B = [uijbij] E M,,,. Let 
*=%I. and p > 0. If the entries of A are nonnegative or if p is a positive 
integer, ‘we then define the pth Hudamard power of A by ACp) = [ a$] E M,,,. 
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The Schur product theorem ([16], or [B, Theorem 7.5.31) states that the 
Hadamard product of two positive semidefinite matrices is positive semidefi- 
nite. 
2. A QUASILINEAR REPRESENTATION AND A BASIC INEQUALITY 
FOR UNITARILY INVARIANT NORMS 
In this section we first prove a useful quasilinear representation for 
unitarily invariant norms, Theorem 2.1, and then give our main result, 
Theorem 2.3. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let II.11 be a unitarily invariant rwrm on M, ,,. Then there 
is a compact set +,.,, c Rr;i;(m,“’ such that 
IIXII = max{llXIL : a E *l.a} for all X E M,,,. 
Proof. Consider the compact convex set 
Let X, A E M,,, be given with ]]A]] D < 1. From the definition of the dual 
norm and the duality theorem, we have Itr XA*I < IlXll. Thus, by the cyclic 
invariance of the trace and the unitary invariance and self-adjointness of 
]I * II D we have, for any unitary matrices Ui E M,, Vi E M,, 
]tr(U,XV,)(V,A*U,)]=]trX(V,V,A*U,U,)] 
Q IINI~~(V&A*Wd* iID 
= II-XII IAllD 
G IIXII. 
Now choose Vi, y so that (U, XV,) and (V’ A*U, ) are “diagonal’ matrices 
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with their singular values on the main diagonal. Thus for any A with 
]]A]]n< 1 we have 
min(m, n) 
iFl ai( A)ai( X> G IIXII, 
or equivalently 
max{llXll a :a E 4,.,,} =G IIXII. (2.1) 
By the duality theorem again, there is some B E M, n with ]IB]]~= 1 for 
which Itr XB*l = I/X]]. Combining this with an inequality of von Neumann 
[19, Theorem 11 (or [13, Theorem 20.B.l]), we have 
llXll=ItrXB*IG t a,(X)a,(B*) = 5 ai(B)ai(X), 
i=l i=l 
from which it follows that equality holds in (2.1). 
In the proof we chose 
= x:x E ISqi;tm,n) and g”(x) <I} I 
= (x : g”(x) < 1) n z-I’;i;t’“,n), 
where g is the symmetric gauge function associated with the unitarily 
invariant norm ]I. I]. It would have been sufficient to use only the smaller set 
of extreme points of the compact convex set “I,.,,. 
See [Id] for a similar representation theorem for unitary similarity invari- 
ant norms. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1 we have 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let f : Rk, + R, be nondecreasing in each component, 
and let A, B,, . . ., B, E M,,, be given. Then 
llAll~f(llB1ll,...,llB~ll) fw all unitarily invariant norms II* II (2.2) 
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if and only if 
IIAII, < _f(llfJ,ll,, . . . , llBkII,) fop a2Z nonzero cy E Ry;(mY”). (2.3) 
We are now ready to prove a basic inequality for unitarily invariant 
norms. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that the block matrix 
is positive semidefinite, where L E M,, M E M,, and X E M,,,. Then L and 
M are positive semidefinite and: 
(a) For all p > 0 and all k = 1,. . . ,min{m, n} we have 
(b) For all p > 0 and ever-y unitarily invariant norm II- (1 we have 
1) lXlpl12 < IlLpI lIMPII. (2.5) 
Proof. Let A be positive semidefinite and partitioned as indicated. To 
prove (2.4) and (2.5) it suffices to prove the theorem for square X, as the 
general case follows by argumenting A with zero blocks to make X square. 
Let X E M,. Then 
X = L’/2CM’/2 (2.6) 
for some contraction C [2, Lemma 21. By an inequality of A. Horn [7] we 
have 
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for each k = 1,. . . , n, and hence 
for any p > 0 and any k = 1,. . . , n. This proves (2.4). 
Given any (Y E RI L, from (2.7) we have 
Because the entries of CY and the singular values of a matrix are nonnegative 
and are arranged in decreasing order, we also have 
qup( X) > . . . 2 a,u,P( X) > 0 (2.9) 
and 
alay2( L)o, P’2( M) > . * * 2 a,u,p’2( L)u,l’“( M) 2 0. (2.10) 
By a result of Weyl ([20] or [13, 5.A.2.b]), th e weak multiplicative majoriza- 
tion relation in (2.8)-(2.10) implies the weak additive majorization 
i ap,p( x) Q i ‘yiUi”‘2( L)u,“‘“( M) for k = l,...,n. 
i=l i=l 
If we now take k = n and apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have 
e aiuiq X) < 2 cqqP’2( L)uip’2( M) 
i=l i=l 
= 2 [ “f/2Ui”/2( L)] [ ay2&2( M)] 
i=l 
Q ( i&qq’(L))1’2( k aiqqq2. 
i=l 
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That is, 
l)lxlpl(a =s ( IILpIIaII~plla~1’2 
for all crERrL, from which (2.5) follows by Corollary 2.2 with f(r,,r,) 
=JxIx2. n 
If we factor (Y. as c~!/4o~/’ with r-l +9-i = 1, r 2 0, 9 > 0 and use 
Holder’s inequalit; insteHd of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we get the 
inequality 
(I lxlq < llL~“211”‘llM~~‘2111’q (2.11) 
of Holder type for all unitarily invariant norms II- 11, p > 0, and conjugate 
indices 9, r. 
We now give some matrix-valued inequalities associated with partitioned 
positive semidefinite matrices. 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose that the block matrix 
is positive semidefinite, where L E M,, M E M,, and X E M,,,,. Then L and 
M are positive semidefinite and: 
(a) lf M is nonsingular, then 
XM-‘X*< L. _ > 
if L is nonsingular, then 
(2.12) 
X*L-‘X& M. (2.13) 
(b) There is some C E M, n such that o,(C) < 1 and X = L’/2CM’/2. 
(c) Zf m < n, then there is ‘some U E M,, n such that UU* = I E M, and 
X*X$ M1’2U*LUM1’2; (2.14) 
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if m 2 n, then there is some V E M, m such that W* = 1 E M, and 
XX* s L”2V*MVL”2. (2.15) 
Proof. Let A be positive semidefinite and partitioned as indicated. The 
inequalities (2.12) and (2.13) are well known [8, Theorem 7.7.61, and either 
implies (b) as shown in [2, Lemma 21. To prove (2.14) and (2.15), first assume 
that X is square and that M and L are nonsingular; the singular case follows 
by a continuity argument, and we will show how the nonsquare case follows 
from the square case. Use (2.12) to write 
Because Y*Y and YY* are unitarily similar for any square matrix Y, there is a 
unitary matrix U such that 
Thus, in the square case we have 
X*.X& M'/2u*LuM"2, 
A similar argument proves (2.15) in the square case. 
Now consider the nonsquare case. Assume that m < n, and define the 
n-by-n matrices 
Because A is positive semidefinite, the matrix 
is also positive semidefinite. By the square case of (2.14) there is a unitary 
0 E M, such that 
$%_$+ M’/2&%~fiM1/2 (2.16) 
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Partition ri as 
with U E M,,,, W E M,_, ". 
Partitioned multiplication shows that X*X = X*X and fi*iC? = U*LU. Thus, 
(2.16) is 
X*X< M1'2U*LUM1'2. 
Finally, since ik?* = 1 E M,, it follows that UU* = 1 E M,n. 
The proof of (2.15) is similar when m > 71: one forms 
and O= 
with V E M,,, and Y EM,_,,,, and proceeds from the square case of 
(2.15). n 
See [5, 121 for other inequalities, of a different character, also involving 
partitioned positive semidefinite matrices. 
Corollary 2.2 may be thought of as a generalization of a well-known 
theorem of Ky Fan [B, Corollary 7.4.471, to which it is equivalent when k = 1 
and f(t) = t. Using summation by parts, we have 
IIAIIa = k aiui(A) = fY (ai - ai+l)Ni(A), 4 = min{m,n), 
i=l i=l 
where (y4+i 3 0 and N,(A) = a,(A)+ * * * + uk,(A) is the Ky Fan k-norm. 
This identity shows that IlAll, < IIBII, for all nonzero LY E R: L if and only if 
N,(A) < N,(B) for all i = 1,. . . , n, so either of these criteria is necessary and 
sufficient to have l]A]l < ]IB]] f or every unitarily invariant norm 11. I]. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
We now give some examples of applications of Theorems 2.3 and 2.4. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let A EM,,,, B EM,,,. Then 
;;; ;;;)=(A B)*(A B)bO, 
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and hence 
for all unitarily invariant norms (I.\(. Taking p = i gives 
)I lA*B1”2 11’ =G IIAII IIBII for all unitarily invariant norms II* 11, (3.2) 
while the choice p = 1 gives 
llA*Bl12 Q llA*AlI IIB*BII for all unitarily invariant norms II- 11. (3.3) 
The inequality (3.2) is Proposition 5 in [3], which was proved by a similar 
technique. The inequality (3.3) is the first assertion in [9, Theorem 3.11, for 
which we have given another proof. The case of equality in (3.3) was 
determined in [9, Theorem 3.91. One may wonder how, or whether, the cases 
of equality in (3.2) and (3.3) are related. They are unrelated, as shown in the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. There is a unitarily invariant norm 11. II on M, with the 
following property: Given any positive real numbers p, and p, with p, z p, 
there are A, B E M, such that 
(I IA*B~p’~~2 =II(A*A)P’II(I(B*B)p’II (3.4) 
but 
I~lA*BlP2~~2 <II(A*A)P21111(B*B)PZII. (3.5) 
Proof. Let a! =[l,$,OIT and p =[s,&,&]‘. Define )I*/1 on M, by 
IIXII = max( IIXII,, IlXllp} = ma 
i 
i$~ai~iO. 5 Pi”iCx)). 
i=l 
It is clear that 11. II is a unitarily invariant norm on M,. 
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Suppose p, > p, > 0. Choose s E (0,l) such that sP2 < i but PI> i, and 
check that 
qlP1 + ffzsP1 + (Y3s P’ > &l p’+&s P’ + p&Q (3.6) 
and 
(3.7) 
Let t = 6, and define 
Then, using (3.61, we have 
while by (3.7) we have 
and 
11 IA*BIPZ 11: = (1 + +sp2)2 
< (E + &9’2 + &s”2)( 1+ +spq 
= II(A*A)P21)pll(B*B)PZ(I~ 
fll(A*A)PZIIII(B*B)P21( 
11 IA*BlP2 IIf = (g + &s~s)~ 
< (+g + &sPn + +pqg + &spz) 
= ~~(A*A)P’~lp~I(~*B)PPI~B 
~II(A*A)P2(II~(~*~)P*II. 
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The strict inequality (3.5) f 11 o ows from these two strict inequalities. A similar 
construction gives a counterexample when p, > p, > 0. n 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Since the sum of positive semidefinite matrices is positive 
semidefinite, for any Ai E M,,,,, Bi E M,,,, we have 
I CiAFAi ziATBi ( CjA:~i)* ~,B*B, 
It now follows from Theorem 2.3 that 
p>O, k=1,2 ,.... (3.8) 
This is a generalization of Lemma 4 in [18], where the proof given was 
considerably more complicated. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. If X,Y E M, are Hermitian and X t k Y, then [6, Lemma 
2.61 
( 1 x y NO Y x --’ 
and hence if we take p = 1 in (2.51, we obtain 
IlXll 2 IIYII for all unitarily invariant norms ]I* I]. (3.9) 
This inequality has been noted in [4]. 
We now list some examples that use the Schur product theorem. Notice 
that for any matrix A E M,,,, the matrix 
K)(;)*= (“;p= ;‘) 
is positive semidefinite. 
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EXAMPLE 3.5. Since the Hadamard product of positive semidefinite 
matrices is positive semidefinite, for any A, B E M,,,. we have 
and hence for all unitarily invariant norms ]I. II 
The second inequality holds because the singular values (which are also the 
eigenvalues) of a positive semidefinite matrix majorize its main diagonal 
entries. The inequality (3.10) has been observed in [15] and [9], and is proved 
by an alternate method in [9, Theorem 3.11. It has been generalized to a 
family of products that includes the Hadamard product and the usual product 
in [lo]. 
EXAMPLE 3.6. Let A, B E M,n,,. Then 
(A” y)O(By BI*)=j(A*A~~‘,“*B) (A;B)*)kO, 
and hence (2.12) gives 
IAoBI~=(AoB)*(AoB)s(A*A)~(B*B). (3.11) 
In [21] Zhang proves (3.11) by computing (A*A)o(B*B)-(A 0 B)*(A 0 B) in 
terms of the entries of A and B, then showing that the resulting expression is 
a sum of rank-one positive semidefinite matrices. If A and B are square and 
positive semidefinite, then (3.11) reduces to (A 0 Bj2 s A2 0 B2, which is a 
special case of 
(A~B)“s:PoBP for p E [1,21, (3.12) 
which is true for all positive semidefinite matrices A, B [l, Theorem 11(i)]. 
However, it seems that (3.12) cannot be derived from Theorem 2.3 easily. 
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EXAMPLE 3.7. If A is normal, then a direct calculation using the spectral 
theorem shows that 
Thus, if A, B E M, are normal, then 
and hence 
for all unitarily invariant 
hypothesis of normality is 
found using MATLAB: 
A 
IIA 0 BII =G 11 IAl0 IBI 11 (3.13) 
norms ]I* I], provided A and I? are normal. The 
essential. Consider the following counterexample 
3 
= ( -6 
-6 -9 
41 
, 
-9 6 46 1 5  
(-14 -2 5\ 
B= I 7 9 -1 
4 8 - 10 
J 
The matrix A is not normal but is actually positive semidefinite. However, B 
is not normal. For this choice of A and B we have 
&(AoB)> ;q(A+]) for k = 1,2,3, 
i=l i=l 
and hence, by a simple generalization of Ky Fan’s theorem [8, Corollary 
7.4.471, we have 
IIA 0 BII > 11 IAl0 IBIll 
for all unitarily invariant norms I(. ]I on M,. Note that even if both A and B 
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are Hermitian, the matrix-valued inequality ]A 0 B] s ]A] 0 ]B] is not true, 
because the weaker statement 
Ui( A 0 B) Q ai( IAIO 1’1) > i=l,...,n, 
is not true. See [17, Theorem 3.121 for a 2-by-2 counterexample. 
4. HADAMARD PRODUCTS AND 1, NORMS 
In this section we use a result about Hadamard products to prove a 
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for 1, norms. 
From the Schur product theorem it follows that for any positive integer k 
and any positive semidefinite matrices A b B we have 
Ack) x 0 and Ack) + Bck’. 
A less well-known result of FitzGerald and Horn [6, Theorems 2.2 and 2.41 
extends this to nonintegral powers. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let n be an integer greater than 1, and let A, B E M, be 
positive semidefinite matrices with real nonnegative entries. Then: 
(1) Acp) k 0 fm any real number p >/ n - 2. 
(2) Zf A b B, then A(P) % Bcp) fm any real number p > n - 1. 
Furthermore, the lower bounds in these two assertions are sharp: 
(3) Zf 0 < p < n - 2 and p is not an integer, then there is a positive 
semi&finite matrix C E M, with nonnegative entries such that Ccp) is not 
positive semidefinite. 
(4) Zf 0 < p < n - 1 and p is not an integer, then there are positive 
semidefinite matrices D, E E M, with nonnegative entries such that D * E 
but Dcp’# E(p). 
It is not known whether Theorem 4.1 holds for a suitable definition of 
A(P) for matrices with real (though possibly negative), or more generally, 
complex entries and p nonintegral. However, it does follow from Theorem 
4.1 that for any p > n - 2 and q > n - 1 and any positive semidefinite 
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matrices A x B, possibly with complex entries, we have 
(A 0 x)“) z 0 and (A 0 x)‘4) k (B 0 @(q). (4.1) 
Using these ideas we can prove a Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for 1, norms. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let 
A=(& +’ 
be an n-by-n real or complex matrix (X need not be square), and let p be 
either a positive integer or a real number with p >, n - 2. Then 
Ilxll;p Q IILllzpll~llzp. (4.2) 
Zf, in addition, A has nonnegative real entries, then 
IIXII; < IILllpll~IIp. (4.3) 
proof. Let A be positive semidefinite and partitioned as above. We will 
prove (4.3) when A has nonnegative real entries; the inequality (4.2) follows 
when this is applied to the positive semidefinite matrix A 0 A, which always 
has nonnegative entries. 
Let L =[Zij]~ M,, M=[mijlE M,_,, and X=[xijI~ Mk,n_k. For t > 0 
let y=[t ,..., t-l/t ,..., - l/ tlT (k +‘s and n - k -‘s). Since A is positive 
definite, we have 
Because A is entrywise nonnegative, this is equivalent to 
t211Lll~ + --&II, 
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NOW set t2 = dm and square to give 
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llxllf < IILII1IIMII1. 
If p is a positive integer or p 2 n - 2, Theorem 4.1 ensures that ACp) + 0, and 
hence 
Ilxll”,” = IIX’W < IIL(%IIM(% = llLll~llMl~. 
Finally, take pth roots to obtain the result. n 
If A and p satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem, and if X has 
nonnegative entries and all the entries of M and L have nonnegative real 
part, then one can apply the inequality (4.3) to A + A and show that (4.3) 
still holds. 
If n < 3 and A =[~,~]~~=i z 0, then all the principal minors of[]aij]]~j=i 
are nonnegative and hence [ ]aijl]y j= I t 0 (see [12, p. 2381 for the explicit 
calculation). Thus, if A E M, is positive semidefinite and is partitioned as 
then 
IIXII; G II~llpllMIIp forall pal. 
However, if 12 > 3, then it is not true that [~,~]~~=i x 0 implies [IU,jII,?j=l 
k 0. The following 4-by-4 matrix is a counterexample 18, Problem 7.561: 
The next result is a partial converse of Theorem 4.2. 
THEOREM 4.3. For each positive integer n and nonintegral p E (0, n - 2) 
there is a positive semidefinite matrix A E M, with nonnegative entries that 
80 
can be partitioned as 
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such that 
Proof. Let p E (0, n - 2) be nonintegral. By Theorem 4.1 there is a 
positive semidefinite A E M, with nonnegative entries such that ACp) is not 
positive semidefinite. Let x E R” be a nonzero vector such that xrA”“x < 0. 
Without loss of generality one may assume that all the entries of r are 
nonzero, and that the first k entries are positive and the remaining n - k are 
negative. Partition A as 
where L E M,. Applying a diagonal congruence to A if necessary, we may 
assume that [xi] = 1. Now use the same algebraic manipulations used in the 
proof of Theorem 4.2 to give 
Rearrange this, and apply the arithmetic-geometric-mean inequality to get 
2llXll; > lILtI; + IlMll; > 24m. 
Finally, square and take the pth roots to obtain the desired inequality. I 
We now apply Theorem 4.2 to give a partial answer to a question raised 
in [9]. 
EXAMPLE 4.4. Let A E Ml,_, B E M,, ,,,. We have 
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and hence 
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llA*Bll; < IIA*AllpllB*Bllp (4.4) 
for p=2,4, . . . or p 2 2(m + n - 2). If, in addition, A*A, B*B, and A*B all 
have only nonnegative real entries, then (4.4) holds for all positive integers p 
and any real number p > m + n - 2. 
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